
Date: 12/13/2022
ID Number: P1.4Z
Gender: Male
Color: Black
Tester: Taylor
Location: Kitchen
Picture:

1. Social Attraction: Place puppy away from tester 4’ and see if it will come to them.
a. Came readily, tail up, jumped, bit at hands
b. Came readily, tail up, pawed, licked at hands
c. Came readily, tail up
d. Came readily, tail down

i. Came Hesitantly, Tail Down
ii. Didn’t Come at all

2. Following: Will it follow the tester
a. Followed readily, tail up, got underfoot, bit at feet
b. Followed readily, tail up, got underfoot
c. Followed readily, tail up
d. Followed hesitantly, tail down

i. Did not follow, or went away

3. Restraint: Tester places puppy on back and holds it there for a count of 15.
a. Struggled fiercely, flailed, bit
b. Struggled fiercely, flailed
c. Settled, struggled, settled with some eye contact



d. Struggled, then settled
i. No struggle

4. Social Dominance: Sit next to the puppy and let it interact with you
a. Jumped, pawed, bit, growled *Note* Did not growl
b. Jumped, pawed
c. Cuddled up to tester and tried to lick face
d. Squirmed, licked hands

i. Rolled over, licked hands
ii. Went away and stayed away

5. Social Dominance: Pick the puppy up and make eye contact
a. Confidently looks in eyes and then wants down
b. Makes eye contact and licks nose *Note* Did not lick nose
c. Makes eye contact briefly, looks away
d. Avoids eye contact

6. Play Drive: Toss a ball or folded paper, try to get puppy to play with it
a. Chased object, picked it up and ran away
b. Chased object, stood over it and did not return
c. Chased object, picked it up and returned with it to tester
d. Started to chase object but lost interest

7. Sight Sensitivity: Drag rope in front of puppy
a. Looked, attacked and bit object
b. Looked and put feet on object and put mouth on it
c. Looked with curiosity and attempted to investigate, tail up
d. Looked with curiosity, tail down

i. Ran away or hid behind tester

8. Stability: Pop open umbrella and place on the ground
a. Looked and ran to the umbrella, mouthing or biting it
b. Looked and walked to the umbrella, smelling it cautiously
c. Looked and went to investigate
d. Sat and looked, but did not move toward the umbrella

i. Showed little or no interest
ii. Ran away from umbrella

9. Sound Sensitivity: Bang pot and spoon together or make a loud, unexpected noise of
some kind

a. Listened, located sound and ran toward it



b. Listened, located sound and slowly walked toward it
c. Listened, located sound and showed curiosity
d. Listened and located sound

i. Cringed, backed off and his behind tester
ii. Ignored sound and showed no curiosity

10. Pain Tolerance: Grab webbing between paws and slowly apply pressure until the puppy
responds (stop at 10 seconds)

a. 8-10 Count before response
b. 6-8 Count before response
c. 5-6 Count before response
d. 2-3 Count before response

i. 1-2 Count before response

Total:
A: 4
B: 3
C:
D:
I: 2
ii: 1

Observer's notes:
● Acclimated quickly, came out his shell right out the gate
● Curious, quick to investigate
● Very Playful
● While he did score more A’s, I’ve brought his final result down one to compensate for the

lower grades that he got on some of the tests. Only time will tell as he grows and his
personality develops which grade he will ultimately grow into.

Final Score: B


